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INTRODUCTION 
How big must a set in R” be in order to contain a subset similar (in the 
sense of elementary geometry) to a given finite or countable set? Some 
results concerning this question have been given in [6, 10, 111, in the case 
of the real line R. 
In the first part of this work we generalize some of these results in the n- 
dimensional Euclidean space R”. In the second part we give an application 
of one of our theorems, concerning periodic real functions with the Baire 
property, which have a dense set of periods. 
1. SIMILARITIES IN R" 
We give the following definitions: 
DEFINJTION 1. The sets E, E’ c R” are said to be similar in the sense of 
elementary geometry, if there exists an one to one function f : E + E’ and a 
positive real number K, such that 
IIf -f(~)Il = K lb --Y II Vx, y E E, 
where /-II denotes the usual euclidean norm in R”. 
DEFJNITJON 2. A set A c R” is called a Baire set, if it can be expressed 
in the form A = (G\P) u Q, where G is an open set and P, Q are sets of the 
first Baire category in KY. 
In the following we denote by m the Lebesgue measure in R”, by A\B 
the set-theoretic difference of the sets A and B, by A +x the set 
{a+x:a~A} and by A-x the set {a-x:aeA). 
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THEOREM 1. If E= (x,, x2, . . . . x4} is a finite set in W’, then every 
measurable set A c [w” with m(A) > 0 contains a finite subset similar (in the 
sense of elementary geometry) to E. 
Proof. Let a be a point of density of A. We can find a closed sphere 
K= S[a, r] such that m(K\A) <F .m(K), where 0 < E < (l/(q + l))(i)“. Let 
K’ = S[a, r/3] and note that m(K) = (f)” .m(K). 
Given the points xi, x2, . . . . x~, let y,, y,, . . . . y, be similar to xr, x2, . . . . xy 
and contained in S[O, r/3] obtained by shrinking and translating 
x1 9 x2, .'.> x,. We then show there is a set (a,, aI, . . . . a,} c A such that 
ai =JJ~ + a,, i = 1, 2, . . . . q. It will follow that a,, a,, . . . . a, is similar to 
x,, x2, . . . . xy and contained in A. 
Let B,=KnA, Bi=Bo-Y,, Ki= K-y,, i = 1, 2, . . . . q, and 
X= Bon B, n ... n B,. Since K’c Ki, K’\B,c K,\B, and since K,\B, is a 
translation of K\B, = EC\A, it follows that 
Since K’\X c Uy= 0 (K’\B,), we have 
m(K’\X) 5 i m(K’\B,) < (q + 1) Em(K) 
i=o 
and 
m(K’nX)>m(K’)-(q+l)em(K)=[(f)“-e(q+l)]m(K)>O. 
Thus there is a,e(RnX)=(K’nB,n ... nB,)cA and thus 
a, + yi = ai E B, c A by the definition of Bi. 
Remark 1. Proofs of Theorem 1 in the case of the real line can be 
found in [S, lo]. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a measurable subset of [w” with m(A)>0 and 
E= {x,, x2, . . . . xi, . ..} be any bounded countable subset of W’. Then A con- 
tains a countable subset similar to a countable subset of E. 
Proof. Let A4 be a positive real number such that jlxilj < A4, i = 1,2, . . . . 
Consider the closed sphere K = S[a, M] of II?‘, where a E: A and has metric 
density 1 in A. 
Put B = K n A and Bi= B-xi, i = 1,2, . . . . It is easy to see that all B’s 
are contained in the closed sphere S[a, 2M] and consequently the set 
lJT!i Bi is of positive finite measure. 
Now, take the set limsupBi=n~==,u~yBi. We have 
m(lim sup Bi) = lim m( lJT= y Bi) 2 lim m( B,) = m(B) > 0. This inequality 
implies that lim sup Bi# 0. 
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Let now a, slim sup Bi. Then there is a subsequence {B,};=, of 
{Bi)P”= 1 9 such that a, E fir=, B,. 
Therefore for every k E N there exists uik E B c A, such that a, = a,, - x,~, 
or uik = xik + a,. That is, there exists a sequence of points {u,},z= I in A, 
which is similar to the subsequence {.x,}?= , of {x,}? , . This completes the 
proof. 
Remark 2. Theorem 2 generalizes and strengthens Theorem 5 in [lo]. 
Our next theorem is a generalization of Theorem 2.1 in [S]. It also gives 
a strong form of a Baire set analog of Theorem 2 in [3]. 
THEOREM 3. Let A, B be sets of the second category in I?? having the 
Baire property and (a,,}:= I (a, # 0, n = 1, 2, . ..) be a bounded sequence of 
real numbers. Then there exist two spheres K, (with center at the origin) and 
K2, such that for every sequence {x, }z= 1 in K, and every sequence {z, } ,“= , 
in K2 there exist vectors a(x,, x2, . . . . z,, zz ,... )E A and b,(x,, x2, . . . . 
Zl, z2, ..’ ) E B (k = 1, 2, . ..) such that 
xk= 
b,Jx,,xZ, . . ..zl.z2, . ..)-a(x.,x,, . . ..zl.z2, . ..)-zk 
k = 1, 2, . . . . 
Proof: A and B can be written in the form 
A =(G,\P,)uQ, and B=(G,\PduQ,, (1) 
where G,, G2 are nonempty open sets and P,, P,, Ql, Q2 are of the first 
category in R”. 
Consider the closed spheres 
K, = S[a, r] c G, and K, = S[b, r] c G,, (2) 
where a E G,\P1 and b E G,\P, . If c = b - a and M is a positive real num- 
ber such that la, 1 < M, k = 1,2, . . . . we will show that the spheres 
K, = S[O, r/6M] and K2 = S[c, r/6 J 
satisfy the conclusion of our theorem. 
Let (xk}km, , be any sequence of vectors, in K,, (zk}FE, be any sequence 
of vectors in K2 and yk =z,-CES[o,r/6]. PLlt 
CO=K,nA,C=(K,nB)-c,C,=C-cr,x,-y,,k=1,2,.... 
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C,=C-a,x,-z,+c=(C+c)-a,x,-zk=(KgnB)-a,xk-z, 
= (KB - akxk - zk) n (B- akxk - Zk) = Kg’n Bck), 
where 
Kt)=K,-akxk-z/, and Bck)= B-a,x,-z k, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
We will show that the set X= r)p=,, Ck is of the second category in (w”. X 
can be written as 
X=C,nC,n . . . nC,n . . . 
= (K, n A) n (Kg) n B(l)) n . . . n (K(j) n Bck)) n . . . 
= [KA\(KA\A)] n [K1:)\(Kg)\B”‘)] n --- n [K$)\(Kg)\B(k))] n --. 
= [K,nKg)n .a. nKg)n .-* I\ 
[(K,\A)u (K’,“\B”‘)u a.. u (K’,k)\B’k’)u . ..I. 
The set of the second bracket in the last difference is of the first category 
in 58” by ( 1 ), (2) and the fact that the sets Kg) and Bck) are translations of 
the sets KB and B, respectively, and satisfy conditions similar to (1) and 
(2). Since 
<;+MI-=L, 
6M 3 
the Centers b-a,x, -zk of the spheres Kg) are contained in an open 
sphere with center at a and radius r/3, which is contained in all spheres K,, 
Kg’, k = 1, 2, . . . . Therefore X is of the second category in UP and con- 
sequently a nonempty set. 
Let a(x,,x, ,... ;z,,z, ,... )EX Then a(x,,x, ,... ;z1,z2 ,... )EA and also 
4x1, x2, -.; Zl, z2, . ..) E C, for every k = 1, 2, . . . . Therefore there exists 
b,(x,, x2, . . . . zr, z2, . ..)E B such that 
u(xl,x2 ,... ;zl,z2 ,... )=bk(x1,x2 ,... ;zlrz2 ,... )-akxk-zk, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
or 
xk= 
bdX,,-Q, . . ..zI.z~, . ..)-a(~., x2, . . ..zl.z2, . ..)-zk 
3 k = 1, 2, . . . . 
This completes the proof. 
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THEOREM 4. [f’ D is u set of the second categoqa in R” having the Baire 
property and E is any bounded countable subset qf W, then D has (I subset E 
similar (in the sense of‘ elementary geometry) to E. Moreover, if D is II 
residual set, it contains a translation qf‘any countable set (bounded or not ). 
Proof: Put in the proof of Theorem 3, A = B = D, u = b, rk = 1 for all k 
and M= 2. Then the closed spheres K, = S[O, r/12] and K2 = S[O, r/6] 
satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 3 for suitable values of r. 
Let /z E R + be a bound of E and jxk}Fz, an enumeration of its points. 
Then { rx,/l2A},“=, is a sequence of points in K,. Taking zk = 0 for all k, 
we can find, by Theorem 3, a vector a ED and a sequence of vectors 
{ bk jr=, in D, such that 
rx,/l2A = b, - a, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
Therefore the set E’ = { bk : k = 1, 2, . . . } c D is similar to E. 
If D is a residual set, then it can be written in the form D = W\P, where 
P is a set of the first category in 5X”. Let E be a countable set (bounded or 
not) and {xk)Fz, is its enumeration. Then it is obvious that 
fin=, [ (W\P) - xk] is also a residual set and consequently nonempty. If c 
is a point in this intersection, it follows that for every kE N there exists 
t,e W\P such that c= t,-xk, or t, = xk + c. Therefore W\P contains a 
countable set {t, : k = 1, 2, . ..} which is a translation of E. So the theorem 
has been proved. 
Remark 3. Measure-theoretic analogs of Theorems 3 and 4 are not in 
general true. This is easily seen by taking the set E in the last theorem to be 
a countable set dense in some interval of R”’ and the set D to be a nowhere 
dense set of positive measure. 
However, we can prove, using the same methods as in Theorems 3 and 
4, that if JV is a a-ideal of subsets of l%” closed under translations with 
R” $ N, then the last two theorems hold for sets of the form (G\P) u Q, 
where G is open and P, Q E N. For example, the set of all nullsets of R” is 
such a a-ideal. So Theorems 3 and 4 in [6] are also true in R”. 
The next theorem extends Theorem 3 in [ 111. 
THEOREM 5. Let E be a set of three points in 58”. Then every set SC Iw” 
of power p >= No contains a subset of power p, which does not contain a subset 
similar (in the sense of elementary geometry) to E. 
We will prove this theorem without using the continuum hypothesis. So 
p may be a singular cardinal and this causes some complications in the 
proof. 
In order to prove Theorem 5 we need two lemmas. The first of them is a 
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known property of singular cardinals, as P. Erdos mentions in the proof of 
his Theorem 1 in [2). 
LEMMA I. Let p be a singular cardinal with cofinality v. Then there exists 
a strictly increasing sequence of regular cardinals {p,}, <ou, such that p, > v 
and C, < wL pI = p, where o, is the first ordinal having v predecessors. 
LEMMA II. Let S be a set of power p 2 N, in R” and let y be the least 
cardinal number possible of a set X of hyperplanes whose union contains p 
points of S. Suppose that E3,s y <p, when p is a singular cardinai, and 
denote by v its cofinality. 
Under these conditions we can choose from the set 2 a transfinite 
sequence {H,f.,,,, with v elements and a subset S* of S such that 
s* = u.<w, H,, IS*\ =p, the sets S, = H, n S* are disjoint and (S, ( =p% 
for every a< o,, where (S*l and IS,, 1 denote the cardinals of S* and S,, 
respectively. (For the pa’s see Lemma I.) 
Proof First we construct a translinite sequence of hyperplanes 
{f&Lo, such that (H, n S\ zp,, for every a < w,. Since there exist fewer 
than p hyperplanes containing p points of S, there exists one of them (say 
H,) such that IH,nSIT_p,. Otherwise we would have (HnSI <p, for y 
hyperplanes and consequently p=IU(Hn’s)l~CIHnSJ~~.pp,<p 
which is a contradiction. 
Suppose that for every a < /I < o, a hyperplane H, has been chosen such 
that IH,nS)2p,. If A={H,:a<p}, we have \A I< v 5 y. (Each hyper- 
plane of the initial set X contains fewer than p points of S, since y is an 
infinite cardinal. So p is the sum of y cardinals smaller than p and since v is 
the cofinality of p, we have v 5 y. Moreover, this proof will give that v and 
y are essentially equal under the conditions of this lemma.) 
Since (A [ < y, the remaining hyperplanes have power y. Therefore we can 
find one more hyperplane H,, such that (H, n SI 2ps. If not, we would 
have ] H n S] < ps for each of the remaining hyperplanes. So the part of S 
on the remaining hyperplanes would have power sy .pp <p. On the other 
hand, the part of S which lies on the hyperplanes of A has power <p. 
Therefore the initial set X of hyperplanes would contain fewer than p 
points of S and this would contradict the hypothesis. So our first construc- 
tion has been completed. 
Now choose a subset S, of H, n S with (S, 1 =p, and suppose that for 
every a < /3 < o, a set S, c H, n S has been chosen such that IS, 1 =p?, and 
the sets (S, ) cL < B are disjoint. 
Recall that ps is a regular cardinal, the set {pm: a < p 1 has 
cardinal < v <pa and pa <pB for all a < /I. Therefore we have 
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s 1=c,</3 
j::;r,; 
IS,( =Cmcapa<pa. Since IHgnS[ 2pB, we have 
.<BSa/ 2pP. Therefore there is a subset S, of HPnS\lJEXI, S, 
with power ps, such that the sets {S,}, 5 B are disjoint. 
Put s* = u,,,, S,. Then /S*l =C,,,, pu =p. Consequently there exists 
a sequence of hyperplanes {H,},,,P, containing a subset S* of S with 
power p and such that (S,}, < wv is a disjoint sequence of sets with JS, ) =p, 
for all c( <o,, where S, = H, n S*. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 5. We will prove the theorem by induction with 
respect to the dimension n. For n = 1 the theorem has been proved by a 
simple translkite induction (Theorem 3 in [l I]). There is no alteration in 
the proof in this case, if p is a singular cardinal. 
Assume that the theorem is true for all dimensions < n. Since all real 
spaces of the same finite dimension are isometrically isomorphic, our 
theorem is also true if p points of S are situated on the same subspace or 
linear manifold of R” with dimension less than n, because of our induction 
assumption. So we can assume that every proper subspace or linear 
manifold of R” contains fewer than p points of S. 
Denote by y the smallest cardinal number possible of a set Z of hyper- 
planes whose union contains p points of S. (It is obvious that we can 
always find p hyperplanes containing S.) Since every hyperplane is assumed 
to contain fewer than p points of S, it follows that y is an infinite cardinal 
and we can write Ez, 5 y 5~. Now our proof is divided into two cases. 
First Case. y =p. Let w, be the smallest ordinal having p predecessors. 
Suppose that for every a < p < oP a point yor E S has been chosen, such that 
the set {yg:55a} has no subset similar to E. Clearly the set 
B = { yol : CI < B} also has this property. 
For a pair of points U, v E B all points w  E R” such that the set {u, u, w} is 
similar to E, are situated on at most six hyperplanes. Denote by C the set 
of all such w’s in UP, for all pairs U, v E B. 
Since 1 BI = 1 <p, C is situated on at most 1 hyperplanes. Also there are 
at most R hyperplanes containing points of B. Therefore the set B u C is 
situated on at most 1 hyperplanes. On the other hand, the smallest number 
of hyperplanes containing p points of S is p > 2. Therefore it is easy to find 
a hyperplane containing points of S but not of Bu C. If we choose a point 
yB E S which lies on this hyperplane, it is obvious that the set { yz: u s /?} 
does not contain a subset similar to E. By this method a set 
{ ycl: c1< o,} c S of power p has been constructed, which does not contain 
a subset similar to E. 
Second Case. N, 5 y <p. Since there exists an infinite number y <p of 
hyperplanes containing p points of S and since each hyperplane contains 
fewer than p points of S, it follows that p is a singular cardinal. Let v be the 
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colinality of p. As we remarked in the proof of Lemma II, we essentially 
have y = v. According to Lemma II, there is a transfinite sequence of hyper- 
planes VLl,<,b containing a set S* c S of power p, the sets S, = H, n S* 
are disjoint and we have JS, ( = pm for every a < CO,, where { P,}~ <w, is a 
strictly increasing sequence of regular cardinals bigger than v, such that 
c OL<OvPx=P* 
We can assume that each H, is minimal. That is, every plane (of dimen- 
sion < (n - 1)) contained in H, contains fewer than pa points of S,. Indeed 
if there exists a plane H:, c H, of dimension <(n - 1) containing p, points 
of S,, we can replace H, by H& and after a finite number of such steps the 
replacement process will terminate. So, in the following, every H, is sup- 
posed to be minimal but in general of dimension 5 (n - 1). 
We can also assume that no two of the planes H, are orthogonal. Sup- 
pose that this is not true. Since there are at most n (the dimension of I??‘) 
pairwise orthogonal planes or hyperplanes in R”, it follows from the 
Theorem 5.22 of Dushnik and Miller [ 11, that there is a subsequence 
W,J,<,v of Wda<o, with v elements, no two members of which are 
orthogonal. It is easy to see that the subsequence { Hgr} ~ < oy contains also p 
points of S, since the corresponding subsequence of cardinals { p,,}Tc,, is 
strictly increasing and has obviously the same sum as {p,} a < Wy. So, in the 
following, {H, > a < wv will be a sequence of planes no two members of which 
are orthogonal. 
Suppose that for every a < /? < o, a set B, c S, has been constructed so 
that 
(a) 141 =~,,v~<P<w,. 
(b) For every a < /I < CO, the set Ue 5 cI B, does not contain a subset 
similar to E. 
(c) None of the straight lines joining two points of the set UC 6 1 B, is 
orthogonal to one of our planes, for every CI < /I <CO,. 
We use the sets B,, u < /I CO, and points selected from S, to define the 
set B,cS,. 
Suppose that we have already found points z, E S,, t < 6 < wPs (wPa is the 
first ordinal having ps predecessors) having the following properties: 
(1) The set T=(lJ,,, B,) u {z,: t -C 6 < wPs} has no subset similar 
to E. 
(2) None of the straight lines joining two points of T is orthogonal 
to one of our planes H,. 
For every pair of points U, v E T the set {w E R”: {u, v, VV} is similar to E} 
is situated on at most six hyperplanes which are orthogonal to the straight 
line joining u with v. Since 1 T1 = /J <pB, the set {w E R”: 3u, v E T such that 
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(u, c, HX~ is similar to El is situated on at most ,U hyperplanes. None of 
these hyperplanes can contain or be parallel to one of the H,‘s because of 
the above property (2). Therefore all of ~1 hyperplanes intersect H,) in at 
most /J planes with dimension smaller than that of H,). Since H,{ is minimal 
and p,] is a regular cardinal, all these intersections contain at most a subset 
F, of S, with (F, ( <pB. 
Now, for each point UE T consider the orthogonal complements of the 
HZ’s through u. There are at most p. v such complements for all UE T. 
None of these complements can contain or be parallel to one of the Hz’s, 
since no two of the H,‘s are orthogonal. So these complements intersect H,{ 
in at most ,u . v < pp planes with dimension smaller than that of H,. Then it 
follows, by the minimality of H, and the regularity of pg, that all these 
intersections contain at most a subset F2 of S, with / F2 ( <pB. 
Since the set Tu F, u F2 has power <pa, we can take a point 
z,ES~\(TUF,UF>). 
Therefore a set B, c S, of power pp has been constructed by this induc- 
tion, such that the set U, s D B, does not contain a subset similar to E and 
no straight line joining two points of the set U, ( B B, is orthogonal to one 
of our planes H,. 
Now it is obvious that the set U.<(,,, B, is a subset of S with power p, 
which does not contain a subset similar to E. This completes the proof of 
theorem 5. 
The following theorems can also be proved using Theorem 5 and the 
continuum hypothesis. Since their proofs in R” are almost the same as the 
respective proofs given in [ 1 l] for the case of the real line, we will outline 
the proofs. 
THEOREM 6. If (E( 2 3, then every set of the second category in R” con- 
tains a subset of the second category, which does not contain a subset similar 
to E. 
Proof: Every set S of the second category in R” contains a Lusin set S’, 
that is, a set S’ each uncountable subset of which is of the second category. 
(A proof of this statement can be found in [7, p. 781 for the case of the real 
line, but it is easily seen that it is also true for W.) Then, by Theorem 5, S’ 
has a subset having the required property. 
THEOREM 7. If [El 2 3, then every set of positive exterior Lebesgue 
measure in R” has a subset with positive exterior measure, which does not 
contain a subset similar to E. 
Proof: Every set SC R” of positive exterior measure contains a Sier- 
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piriski set s’, that is a set S’ each uncountable subset of which has positive 
exterior measure [7, p. 783. Then, by Theorem 5, 5” has a subset having 
the required property. 
2. PERIODIC FUNCTIONS WITH THE BAIRE PROPERTY 
In this part we give a result concerning periodic real functions with the 
Baire property, as an application of Theorem 4. 
A real function f is said to have the Baire property, if S-‘(A) has the 
Baire property for every open set A in R. 
Z. Semadeni [9] gave a simple proof of the following theorem due to 
A. Lomnicki: 
If a measurable function has a dense set of periods, then it is 
constant almost everywhere. 
We will give the Baire property analog of this result. 
THEOREM 8. ~‘f a function f: (w + R with the Buire property has a dense 
set of periods, then it is constant on R\P, where P is a set of the first 
category in R. 
Proof. Since f has the Baire property, it follows [4, p. 4001 that there 
exists a set P of the first category in R, such that f is continuous on R\P. 
(To be more specific, the restriction off on R\P is continuous on R\P.) On 
the other hand, f has a dense set of periods and it is possible to find a 
countable dense subset of it by taking a period in each interval with 
rational end-points. Denote by 4 this countable set. Then, by Theorem 4, 
there is a E R such that C# + a c R\P. 
Let x E R\P and ((P,, + a) be a sequence in 4 + a converging to X. Then 
the continuity and periodicity off give that f(x) = f (a), for each x E R\P. 
Therefore f is constant on R\P. 
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